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The pavement management system is recognized as an assertive discipline that works on
pavement indices to predict the pavement performance condition. This study used soft
computing methods such as genetic algorithms and artificial intelligence to propose a
modern generation of pavement indices for road networks in Jordan. The datasets used in
this study were collected from multiple roads in Jordan, and 128 data points were used in
this study. The input variables are the pavement condition index (PCI) and the international
roughness index (IRI) in the artificial neural network (ANN) and gene expression
programming (GEP) models. The output variable is the pavement serviceability rate
(PSR). The results show an efficient performance benefit of using these techniques. In
addition, the ANN and GEP models were able to predict the output variable with a
reasonable accuracy, where the ANNmodel has an R2 value of 0.95, 0.87, and 0.98 for the
PCI, IRI, and PSR, respectively. The (R2) values of the GEP model are 0.94, 0.89, and 0.99
for PCI, IRI, and PSR, respectively.

Keywords: pavement condition index, pavement management system, pavement serviceability rate, genetic
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INTRODUCTION

The pavement management system is determined by AASHTO and defined as a collection of
instruments or techniques that can help decision makers in determining excellent approaches for
implementing, assessing, and sustaining pavement layers in a practical situation over a specific time
period. The maintenance and rehabilitation (M&R) can be designed for the different kinds of roads
in pavement management systems. The pavement requires improvement and maintenance due to
distress caused by traffic load and environmental conditions, so the first step to evaluate any road is
performed by human measurement: this method has low efficiency and consumes a lot of time and
labor. Moreover, modern tools were utilized to evaluate pavement distress by employing
computerized programs to analyze data and inspect the pavement surface condition; although it
is more efficient and faster, it is also difficult to automate the pavement rating. There are many
pavement condition evaluation parameters used to measure and rate pavement distresses which
reflect their overall condition. Some of these parameters are the pavement condition index (PCI),
international roughness index (IRI), and pavement serviceability rate (PSR). Many studies proposed
correlations between IRI and PCI as shown in Eq. 1.

IRI(p) � ( 79.933
14.061 + exp(0.048pPCI)), (1)
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where IRI is presented in m/km (Elhadidy et al., 2019).
The pavement condition index has been developed by the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers (1982). The PCI value indicates the
type, quantity, and severity of the distress. This value can be used
to identify the rate of deterioration, and it can be also be used to
determine the appropriate time for maintenance and
rehabilitation. The PCI value is a numerical value that ranges
from 0 to 100, where the value equal to 100 represents the best
pavement condition. The functional assessment of roads mostly
involves the ride condition or surface texture of the road segment.
The surface roughness reflects the longitudinal profile
disturbances as the paving surface adversely affects car-driving
quality, thus supplying the road users with this ease. Roughness is
represented by calculating the international roughness index
displayed in units of meters/kilometers. The present
serviceability rate (PSR) measures the pavement serviceability
which is the mean rating of each user panel rating for ride-ability;
PSR ranges from 0 to 5, which 0 for very poor and 5 for very good.
AASHTO recommended that 2.5 or more is acceptable for the
highway segment.

Several studies have focused on the pavement management
system (PMS) to obtain a correlation between PCI, PSR, and IRI.
A powerful correlation that determines the relationship between
PCI and IRI with a high value of the coefficient of determination
(Dewan and Smith, 2002). This study found a reasonable
relationship between IRI and PCI as presented in Eq. 1. The
surface roughness can be conducted from the current roughness
model when data are available on pavement surface distress; they
created an equation between IRI and PCI for data given in this
area. The limitation of this study is the absence of some distresses
type and severity that may significantly influence the value of IRI;
finally, the agencies provided recommendations to deal with the
model and improve the proposed model, as shown in Eq. 2.

IRI � 0.0171(153 − PCI), (2)
where IRI is presented in m/km.

Park et al. (2007) established the relationship between PCI
(pavement surface distresses) and IRI (surface roughness). The
surface roughness was investigated using Paver software for
different North Atlantic highway pavement sections. They
investigated another significant correlation between IRI and
PCI for 63 data points from 20 pavement sections in different
states of America. The collected data from nine states gave a poor
model with R2 = 0.59.

Log(PCI) � 2 − 0.436 log( IRI
0.727

). (3)

However, a variance analysis shows that there is a close
association between IRI and PCI. Arhin et al. (2015) studied
the pavement in the District of Columbia to obtain the correlation
between IRI and PCI. IRI was collected using advanced machines
that measure the regularity of pavement; on the other hand, the
PCI was obtained by the subjective rate for the pavement
condition and observing the distresses in the pavement. This
study utilized the historical data (using 895 data points) of
IRI–PCI to develop the model that is based on regression

analysis, the method of forecasting IRI based on PCI through
practical and pavement grouping.

The findings of the model indicated that the composite
pavement was better than asphalt pavement, followed by
concrete pavement. The proposed model was intended to be
statistically significant with a 5% significance level; The R2

amounts range between 56% and 82%. The presented equation
is shown in Eq. 4.

PCI � −0.224(IRI) + 120.02, (4)
where IRI is presented in miles).

Suprapto et al. (2017) studied another relationship between
the international roughness index and structural numbers. They
found that IRI is used for assessing the functional condition of the
pavement, while the structural number (SN) is a parameter for
assessing the structural condition of the pavement. The pavement
condition data were observed using the Android application on
smartphones; it is an efficient and low-cost application to collect
the data. The main goal of this study is to determine the
functional and structural conditions of the road. It was found
that when the value of IRI was less than 4, the pavement is
functionally in a good condition. Furthermore, when the value of
structural number effective (SNeff) is less than the value of the
structural number future (SNF), then the structural condition of
the road segments has not been able to serve traffic with a design
life of 20 years. The previous model will be used to determine the
best road maintenance strategies for the pavement using an
overlay material when the value of IRI exceeds 4. For
structural road maintenance carried out in various scenarios,
the phased construction, and direct construction, direct
construction gives better results than the phased construction
scenarios for the design life of 5–20 years and 10–20 years.
Elhadidy et al. (2019) developed a simplified regression model
using the long-term pavement performance (LTPP) database to
make the relationship between IRI and PCI. They used a total of
1,208 sections with 10,868 data from seven countries (Dubai,
Australia, Belarus, Hungary, Norway, Russia, and Slovakia) that
were used for model development, while 240 sections with 1,876
data points were used for the model validation. They suggested
predicting PCI based on IRI using different highly accurate
databases (R2 = 0.995); the mean error for this model is very
small with a small standard deviation.

IRIP � ( 79.933
14.061 + exp(0.048pPCI)), (5)

where IRI is presented in m/km.
Al-Omari and Darter (1994) developed the relationship

between IRI and presented serviceability rating. The main
objectives of this research are to develop a predictive model
for PSR as a function of profile IRI for composite, flexible, and
rigid pavement. The second goal is to determine the level of
rehabilitation based on the IRI and type of distress, derived from
the long-term pavement performance (LTPP) database. This
study was developed for each pavement type in the states of
Louisiana, Michigan, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, and
Indiana, and all six states together. A nonlinear relationship
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between IRI and PSR was developed for all types of pavement
with an R2 value = 0.97 by using the statistical analysis system
(SAS) data set. In their model, they included IRI, PSR, and
pavement type for every pavement section in each state as
presented in Eq. 6.

PSR � 5pe−0.26
pIRI, (6)

where IRI is presented in mm/m.
They found that there were no significant differences between

the models for different states and pavement types. Gulen et al.
(1994) developed another relationship between IRI and present

serviceability index rating (PSI); a specially equipped car was used
to measure the IRI. This study was conducted for Taiwan
highway; the analysis is based on a backpropagation neural
network methodology that evaluates the applicability of IRI to
represent the pavement performance. Moreover, IRI can be
predicted from pavement distresses rating using video images,
which are recorded by a camera, and this is what we call a
backpropagation neural network. They developed a correlation
between mean present serviceability index rating and IRI from
data that was given by the Indiana Department of Transportation
(INDOT) for 10 randomly selected sections in Indiana with 1mi
for each section at three roughness levels for all types of pavement
that are presented in Eqs 7–9.

PSI � 7.21e−0.471IRI (R2 � 0.84) for asphalt pavement , (7)
PSI � 14.05e−0.74IRI (R2 � 0.93) for concrete pavement , and

(8)
PSI � 9.0e−0.56IRI (R2 � 0.84) for composite pavement , (9)

where IRI is presented in m/km.
The neural networks are used as an agent for evaluating

pavement conditions. They improved the ANN scheme for the
measurement of pavements’ situation grade with regard to several
cracks and distress. Neural network investigation confirms the
ability to ascertain pavement evaluation indices (Eldin and
Senouci, 1995). Lima et al. (2019) assessed the abilities of

FIGURE 1 | Individual present serviceability rating form.

FIGURE 2 | Different locations of the study area in Amman city.

TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistical analysis for three models’ parameters.

Parameter Number of
data

Mean Standard deviation Median Max Min

PCI 128 73.66 27.54 80 100 10
IRI (mm/m) 128 2.33 1.66 1.9 9.6 0.44
PSR 128 3.02 0.95 3.17 4.5 0.5
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ANN in discovering the visual condition index of different types
of pavements. Several studies recommended genetic algorithms
(GA) and artificial neural network paradigms to estimate the
pavement evaluation indices, pavement material characterization,
and structural engineering fields such as prediction of layer
modulus and other fields such as using ANN to estimate
subgrade and base course stabilization (Gopalakrishnan et al.,
2017; Hanandeh et al., 2020a, 2020b; You et al., 2020; Piryonesi
and El-Diraby, 2021; Ye et al., 2021; Zuhair Murad, 2021; Al
Bodour et al., 2022; Hanandeh, 2022).

Barzegaran et al. (2021) used IRI prediction models from
pavement distresses which could be an alternative solution. In
this study, 507 km of asphalt pavements in Kermanshah, Iran,
were studied utilizing IRI and pavement surface and
evaluation rating (PASER) as a quick and cost-effective
index. PASER developed IRI prediction models utilizing
regression (R2 = 0.66) and artificial neural networks
(ANNs) (R2 = 0.69). The model development (R2 0.97) and
validation (R2 = 0.85) findings suggested that the ANN model
performed well.

Fakhri et al. (2021) used the laser crack measurement system
(LCMS) to identify and measure surface distresses and roughness
on 268 km of key highways in Iran. LCMS gives the highest
detection and measurement accuracy when compared to manual
surveys. The results show that the ANN outperforms the other
models for the 100-m sections, with a coefficient of determination
(R2) of 0.82. With a 0.94 correlation, the best case was utilizing
ANN in 100-m chunks for places with a mild climate and
medium traffic intensities.

Fakhri and Dezfoulian (2019) used artificial neural networks
and regression models to develop a relationship between
deflection bowl parameters derived from a falling weight
deflectometer (FWD) and two pavement performance
indices, the international roughness index (IRI) and
pavement surface evaluation and rating index (PASER).
Our model provides a satisfactory connection between IRI,
PASER, and structural indices based on deflection
measurements, as shown by the results. The superiority of
ANN performance over non-intelligent models may be seen
when comparing the outcomes of ANN with regression
models. The results of this research show that combining
the IRI and PASER indices results in a more accurate
structural pavement evaluation.

This study studied maintenance and rehabilitation
strategies for multilane roads in the Irbid governorate. Also,
we developed proposed models using artificial neural networks
and genetic algorithms to find the relationship between the
parameters (PCI, IRI, and PSR) that measure the pavement
performance, and this was achieved by using 61 section
samples from different locations. These methods reduced
the number of pavement tests; therefore, they saved cost
and time. The pavement engineers can use one index to
evaluate the pavement performance.

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

The data were collected from different locations in Jordan by
conducting field measurements for suburban and rural divided
multilane highways located in the Irbid governorate road network
(Abdulrahim, 2018). Many different types of equipment were
used to develop 128 data points for 61 segments. These segments
were selected at different locations in Jordan and then
coordinated using the android GPS application called “share
my GPS location.” The PAVER technique used visual
inspection for 40–50 m for each section with an area ranging
from 140 to 326 m2, based on the width of the corridor to assess
distresses’ kind, amount, and severity. Before beginning the
examination, the safety concerns were addressed by closing the
part under investigation with reflective cones. The visual data
were categorized on a specific PAVER sheet, and the density of
each distress was calculated using Eq. 10.

Density � Distress Amount
SampleUnit Area

p100. (10)

The present serviceability rating was calculated on the identical
sections using the method shown in Figure 1 and following the
Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) instructions. To limit
the difference between the evaluation groups, the average individual
rating was obtained for each four-person evaluation panel. The data
for the international roughness index were collected in the field for
the same sections that were used to calculate PCI. The results were
recorded in millimeters per meter (mm/m) using Roughometer III
equipment with sensors mounted on a vehicle. IRI was calculated
from an observed longitudinal road profile bymultiplying the output
of a quarter-carmodel by the length of the profile to yield a summary
roughness index with units of slope.

A comprehensive statistical analysis was conducted on the
variables of the models used in this work, including mean,
standard deviation, average, maximum, and minimum values
displayed in Table 1.

TABLE 2 | GEP setting parameter.

Function set +, –, *, and /

Genes 3
Chromosomes 40
Head size 6
Linking function Addition
Constant per gene 5
Mutation rate 0.06
Inversion rate 0.09
Transposition rate 0.15
One-point recombination rate 0.4
Two-point recombination rate 0.3
Two-point recombination rate 0.3
Gene transportation rate 0.1
Gene recombination rate 0.1
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LOCATION OF DISTRESSES

Using the coordinates collected during the field study, the maps
for each street in the study area were prepared as shown in
Figure 2.

METHODOLOGY

In this study, two machine learning methods were used to analyze
the collected data genetic algorithm and an artificial neural
network. A genetic algorithm is a theoretical algorithm that
depends on historical information; it is based on a survival-of-
the-fittest concept. This is used as a search point with improved
performance. In the case of maintenance management, this
technique shows high performance with problems that have
huge variable characteristics. ANN is a high-performance
model that is used to correlate the component of the system
together using the numerical load that is turned based on input,
processing, output, and experience. The ANN model is used by
pavement engineers as a tool to solve and predict complex system

problems and models. To maintain the ANN at an acceptable
level and as a prospect for the future, it must be combined with
engineering techniques. ANNs, like a human brain, use
experience, examples, and practice to learn.

GENETIC ALGORITHM

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a technique for search based on
natural selection and genetics. GA is based on Darwin’s
evolution theory, which simulates the fundamental method
of evolution to reach the most optimal form of the objective
function. The genetic algorithm has three processes that
included selection, crossing, and mutations. The individual’s
improvement by GA was shown by Holland (1975),
generalized by his students, which allows a population
composed to reach the maximum fitness under specified
rules. GAs use historical information to solve problems and
perform better solutions for the new generation (Goldberg and
Holland, 1988). Gene expression programming (GEP)
software is a branch of GP that develops software programs

FIGURE 3 | The expression tree of PSR was obtained from the genetic programing software Genexpro 5.0 (d1: IRI, d0: PCI).
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of different sizes and shapes encoded in linear chromosomes of
fixed length. The chromosomes are built from many genes.
Each gene is encoding a smaller subprogram; therefore, the two
main parameters of GEP are the chromosomes and expression
trees (ETs). Decoding information (from the chromosomes to
the ETs) is called a translation process. In this research,
GeneXpro5.0 software based on the Darwinian principle to
solve problems was used for 86 data points to predict
correlations between PCI, IRI, PSR, and the 42 data points
for testing. There are five main steps to create the model on the
software as follows:

1. Determine the fitness function.
2. Choose the number of terminals needed for the beats model

(50,000 terminals were chosen in this research).
3. Determine the number of genes
4. Prepare to use gene expression programming by choosing the

function length
5. Choose the set of genetic operations that cause variation and

their rate.

After the trials arrived at 50,000 iterations, the run to get the
optimum model has been stopped based on clear parameters

FIGURE 4 | The expression tree of PCI was obtained from the genetic programing software Genexpro 5.0 (d1: PSR, d0: IRI).
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(R2 value > 0.80), and the correlation coefficient was chosen
and illustrated ETs that indicated a perfect solution with 3
generations as shown in Figures 2–4, respectively.

TREEMAPPING TO PREDICT (PCI, IRI, AND
PSR) BY USING GA

The chosen GEP model was generated utilizing three genes with
addition as a connecting role. The GEP criterion for the three
proposed models is presented in Table 2, and the expression trees
for the three models were presented in Figures 3–5.

The illustrated ETs in C++ language were translated to the
mathematical equations stated in Eqs 10–12, respectively. The
produced genetics algorithm pattern is performed in the
manner of the representation tree as presented in Figures
2–4. Three sub-trees were developed (Sub-ET-1, 2, and, 3) and
converted into a scientific equation model as given in Eqs
11–13, respectively.

PSR � e
[PCI−IRI]pIRI2
[−5.539PCI]−IRI + e

tan−1[ 1
3.419pIRI+max{(IRI−3.899),2.464}]

+ 2[IRIpPCI − 3.877]
PCI − 6.589PCI

, (11)

FIGURE 5 | The expression tree of IRI was obtained from the genetic programing software Genexpro 5.0 (d1: PSR, d0: PCI).
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FIGURE 6 | Correlation of the predicted PCI versus measured PCI for testing and training data.

FIGURE 7 | Correlation scheme of predicted IRI against IRI for training and testing data.

FIGURE 8 | Correlation scheme of predicted PSR against PSR for training and testing data.
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PCI � 1 −max{1.358, PSR
IRI

}p3.982
IRI

+ [−7.292 − IRI
PSR + IRI

−min {PSR, 4.251} + PSR]2

+max {4.791, IRI} + PSR + PSR2 + 1
IRI − PSR

, (12)

IRI � PCI
1
3 + 2.876

tan−1(tan PSR) + etan
−1[(8.623+PSR)2−(1.372+PCI)] + [1

− [ 5.6332
max {2.5832,PSR} +

3.5832pPSR
2

]]. (13)

Here, R2 ranges from 0 to 1 which indicates the proposed model;
if the model does not improve prediction, the value is zero,
otherwise, the value is 1 for the perfect prediction model. The
model is exhibited in Figures 6–8, which show the regression plot
for predicted PCI, IRI, and PSR, respectively, versus measured for
training and testing data.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

An artificial neural network is a valuable computational tool
based on a mathematical simulation model, ANNs derive the
output data by processing the information, and this is achieved by
precisely training the network. Ceylan et al. (2002) used ANNs as
pavement structural analysis tools for the rapid and accurate
prediction of critical responses and deflection profiles of flexible
pavements subjected to typical highway loadings. Solanki (2013)
developed a database for stabilized subgrade soils in Oklahoma
and developed artificial neural network (ANN) models to
estimate the resilient modulus (Mr). ANNs consist of multiple
layers of the analogous processing component; it also contains
hidden layers connected to the adjacent layer that can bemodified
and improve the performance during training by changing the
weighting factor according to the predetermined algorithm.
ANNs treat the (input–output) data frequently, and they can
be trained by repeating the process. Many types of algorithms can
be used to train the network: the training algorithms can be
divided into two types: supervised and unsupervised. The
supervised algorithms adjust the weights and the thresholds
using the input and target output values, while the
unsupervised algorithms only use the input values. The
supervised training algorithms include backpropagation which
is the most popular algorithm for training ANNs. The
backpropagation ANNs, developed by Meier, consisted of
frequently processing training examples to the network. ANN
contains several highly interconnected processing components
known as “nodes.” The net input is identified using weighting
value, input data, and bias value in the processing element. Thus,
the input data will be converted to output data by providing a
function of these net inputs. The structure of the ANN design
consists of a collection of nodes, hidden layers, and output data.
This study introduces ten nodes, two hidden layers, and one
output variable data. The nodes of input data are acquired by field
tests, and then these data will be transmitted to a hidden layer; in
this layer, the data are treated and obtained as the output data.
The trained neural network models will eventually enable
pavement engineers to easily solve complex resource-intensive
problems instead of using traditional techniques.

Figure 9 displays the arrangement of the neural network
pattern, as noticed in several input parameters. By altering the
number of hidden layers and achieving the most suitable model.

FIGURE 9 | Structure of backpropagation neural network.

FIGURE 10 | ANN structure.

TABLE 3 | Output and input for developed ANN model.

Model number Output (O) Input 1 (I1) Input 2 (I2)

1 PCI IRI PSR
2 IRI PSR PCI
3 PSR IRI PCI
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FIGURE 11 | The regression plot of predicted model 1 PCI against experimental PCI for testing and training data.

FIGURE 12 | The regression plot of predicted model 2 IRI against experimental IRI for testing and training data.

FIGURE 13 | The regression plot of predicted model 3 PSR against experimental PSR for testing and training data.
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In addition, the last layer called the output of the backpropagation
process is shown, in Figure 10, to get a minimum error.

There are five main steps to create the ANNmodel on software
as follows: The dependent and independent data need to be
determined for each model, as shown in Table 3. The inputs and
outputs at each node in the first hidden layer need to be measured
(H1 to H10). ∑WI +H measures inputs and outputs at each
node in the second hidden layer (H1 to H10). The inputs and
outputs at the nodes in the output layer O are measured.

In this study, three models were developed by ANN as presented
in Table 5. The structure of developed models contains one output
(O) and two inputs (I1 and I2 ) with two hidden layers that include
10 neurons for each layer and bias illustrated in Figure 9. The input
leaf node receives the data from the experimental work and passes it
to the neural node of the hidden layer without evaluation. The
hidden layer then processes the data from the input layer and
retrieves the valuable values to form the output layer. The
neurons in the last layer are called the output layer, which can
provide network predictions for external work through PSR/PCI/IRI
mode values. RELU is used as an activation function, and the
number of periods is 1,000, which generates a minor error.
Therefore, the neural network establishes 10 × 10 weight (W)
and 10 bias values for connecting the input layer and the hidden
layer, and a 10 × 10 weight (W2) and 2 bias values for the PSR/PCI/
IRI connecting the hidden layer. The structure is shown in
Figure 10. The input leaf node receives the data from the
experimental work and passes it to the neural node of the hidden
layer without performing the evaluation. The hidden layer then

processes the data from the input layer, retrieves valuable values to
form the input, and links each input. Others press pesos (w). The last
layer of neurons is called the output layer, which can provide
network predictions for external work on PSR/PCI/IRI mode
values. RELY acts as a trigger function, and the number of
epochs is 1,000, which produces a minor error. Therefore, the
neural network establishes 10 × 10 weight (W) and 10 bias
values for connecting the input layer and the hidden layer, and a
10 × 10 weight (W2) and 2 bias values for the PSR/PCI/IRI
connecting the hidden layer.

MODEL TO PREDICT PCI, IRI, AND PSR BY
USING ANN

This model utilized IRI and PSR as the input parameters and the
output is IRI; the model includes two hidden layers and each
hidden layer includes 10 neurons as shown in Figures 11–13.

MODEL VERIFICATION AND APPLICATION

To confirm the three proposed models, obtained from the genetic
algorithm method in this research, 52 sections were selected to
confirm the efficiency of the proposed model PCI, PSR, and IRI in
different locations in Jordan as shown in Figure 14. The genetic
algorithm models generated in this study were employed to
estimate the PCI, PSR, and IRI. The relative deviation, Eq. 14,

FIGURE 14 | Predicted PCI (A), IRI (B), and PSR (C), respectively, using GEP.
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was employed to discover the deviation within the measured and
proposed model to verify the efficiency of the model.

Relative deviation �
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣observed value −model value

model value

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣p100%.
(14)

CONCLUSION

This study proposed innovative methods to predict the pavement
performance indices PSR, PCI, and IRI. Soft computing
techniques were used to evaluate the pavement performance
conditions. Two methods of machine learning artificial neural
networks were employed to evaluate the pavement evaluation
indices. Genetics algorithms and methods were performed to
predict PSR/PCI and IRI values. The artificial neural network
with two hidden and 10 nodes shows a reliable method to predict
PSR/PCI and IRI. The model was simulated in Python software to
decide their confidence; the coefficient of determination value
was our standard in the diagnosis of the model performance.
Using trial and error to achieve the most reliable hidden layer
numbers for the best regression, the ANN has an adequate

evaluation ability to determine the output PSR, PCI, and IRI,
the value of PSR obtained by Python software for the first model
was 0.98. On the other hand, the GN model developed better
results than ANN and the generated equations from GA are
applicable for practical use; it may also save the effort and cost for
site inspection. In addition, additional measured data were used
in this study to verify the proposed models.
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